SHOECARE ADVICES
GOLDEN RULES TO TAKE CARE OF YOUR SHOES

1.
2.
3.
4.

Avoid to wear same shoes in two following days. Alternate with several pairs to allow evaporate
their moisture and avoid unpleasant smell.
At the end of the day, we advice to place shoe tree inside your shoes to keep their original shape.
Never put your 0-105 shoes in washing machine : They are mainly composed by leather and
washing machine could damage materials & shape of your shoes irreversibly. Generaly, leather
isn’t compatible with water.
Avoid sunlight, warm, moisture & all abrasive materials exposure.

0-105 can’t take responsability for eventual deterioration of use and for a lack care.
Always keep your 0-105 sneakers in a secure place when you don’t use them & take care for an
utmost durability.

MATERIALCARE ADVICES
Each kind of materials need a speciﬁque treatment & routine care :

Patent Leather
Patent leather don’t need a speciﬁc treatment : use a rag which is soft,
moist and light colored to clean it softly, and then wipe with dry rag.
The color of the patent layer can move in contact of another object.
Avoid to put your concerned shoes in a plastic bag or in contact with an
other material too long.

Soft Leather
Soft and grained leather needs a regular maintenance. Don’t expose them
to the sunlight or to the humidity. Take care with a soft and slightly wet rag.
When leather is dry, it can be waxed with a colourless wax and a soft rag.

Suede Leather
Suede leather demands a special take care, because if the leather is
subjected to the rain or another wet environment, the leather color
could be fade or bleed on other surface.
It’s essantial to put a waterprooﬁng spray and leave them to dry for
several hours before to wear your pair.
It’s recommended to repeat this intervention regularly for long lasting
protection.
In case of lightly stain you can use a soft bristled or a crepe brush.
In case of hard stain use a stain removing rubber for suede leather.
If the stain is oily, it’s necessary, to use a rag to absorb the oil stain.

Metallic Leather
This is a leather with a metallic layer on then it’s preferable
to avoid friction. To clean it, use a soft and slightly wet rag, to help eventualy
stain to leave. But don’t forget to wipe immediatly with a soft and dry rag.

Textile
To take care of textile in case of stain, you can use a household soap
mixed with water and scrub with a moist rag. Leave textile dry before
to wear your pair.

Micro-carved leather
These ﬁnish leather is obtain by a micro-carving process.
The particularity of this leather is to be cuting with thin blades to let appear
suede leather on the bottom. This kind of leather is very delicate.
Some sliver can be lightly rise. This eﬀect can be considered as a default but
it’s a particullarity of this kind of leather.
It’s essantial to put a waterprooﬁng spray and leave them to dry for
several hours before to wear your pair.
It’s recommended to repeat this intervention regularly for long lasting
protection.

